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ABSTRACT 

The emergence of corporations dabbling in sustainable real estate investment has 
caused a shift in the corporate real estate management (CREM) field from the 
conventional methods of managing property to a more systematic approach involving 
advance technology. Many studies have mentioned that efficiently corporate real estate 
sustainable management (CRESM) are capable of improving business performance. 
However, most of these studies did not specify which elements of CRESM significantly 
contributed to business objectives particularly on corporate sustainable (CS) objectives. 
Further, lack guide sustainable strategy particularly for CRE was found whereby the 
common practice of CREM did not considered on sustainable strategy. Several 
components have been identified in relation to sustainability; however, these were 
found outside Malaysia. The data collected were highly heterogeneous, and therefore 
requires a focus on specific areas to make it more relevant. Different types of property 
and business industries provide different opinions and findings, which can cause some 
information to be left out and sometimes not directly related to specific CRESM. 
Moreover, lack model was discussed related to CRESM especially that linked with CS 
objectives. Due to the lack strategies and model was developed covering sustainable 
strategies that linking CRESM elements and CS objectives particularly for specific type 
of property, therefore, this research was conducted to develop a comprehensive 
CRESM model in order to determine the most significant element influencing desired 
CS objectives. The research will focus CRESM for office building as it is recorded the 
most concern by corporation and was reported increasing time to time. A sustainable 
triple bottom line theory was adopted as a guide. This fundamental research applied a 
mixed method qualitative-quantitative (qual-QUAN) approach, with twelve participants 
selected for interview sessions, followed by questionnaire involving a combination of 
117 corporate real estate managers, property managers, facility managers, and building 
managers, that directly involved in managing sustainable corporate real estate. Data 
were then analysed using Atlast.ti for the interviews, IBMSPSS and Smart PLS for the 
questionnaires. The model developed indicates six out of nine elements of CRESM 
significantly affect CS objectives. Corporations that aim to achieve environment 
sustainability are required to pay more attention to the CRESM elements of energy 
management and innovation management. While to realize the social sustainability 
objective, more focus should be given to four CRESM elements; namely, workspace 
management, innovation management, workplace management, and human satisfaction 
management. Further, corporations need to seriously consider energy management and 
internal green management, because these two elements will help to reduce expenses 
and achieve economic cost minimization. CRESM elements of innovation management, 
workplace management, and human satisfaction management are required to 
strategically develop economic value maximization. This model hopes to encourage 
more corporations to involve with sustainability and guiding the management to 
efficiently manage their sustainable corporate real estate. 
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